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HONEYMOON & WEDDING LOCATION INSPIRATION

editor ALISON MCGILL

glorious

GETAWAYS
FROM EXPLORING ITALY’S HISTORIC SCENERY
AND L.A.’S SUNNY STREETS TO EMBARKING ON
ADVENTURES IN GUATEMALA, WE’VE GOT A
HONEYMOON TO SUIT YOUR TRAVEL STYLE.
EURO ESCAPE

PHOTO COURTESY OF CASTELLO DI CASOLE.

italy

Book a private villa
at Castello di Casole
in Tuscany.

Known for the best pasta, pizza
and gelato you’ll probably ever
taste, Italy is a honeymoon hot
spot for its delicious foods
(and more). From sipping wine
under the Tuscan sun to touring some of the world’s best art
galleries, experience the best
of both worlds in Italy: city life
and country charm. Mustsees on our itinerary: Rome,
Florence, Venice, Tuscany and
Sorrento.
Start your visit in Rome by
visiting famous historical sites:
the Trevi Fountain, Colosseum,
Pantheon, Vatican City and
Palatine Hill (save yourself
the lineups by booking a tour
with Through Eternity guide
service). Exploration of the city
is best done via foot so you can
wander through its cobblestoned and historic nooks.
After your active days, rest
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stay away from the main city is a must, and
our pick is the Palladio Hotel & Spa, a gorgeous garden retreat located across from
St. Mark’s Square on Giudecca Island.
Head to Tuscany to explore the incredible Tuscan countryside and stay at the fivestar Castello di Casole. The property has
41 private suites, each with stunning views
of lush, rolling hills dotted with the region’s
signature cypress trees.
For the last stop on your honeymoon,
head south to the Amalfi Coast. This
UNESCO World Heritage Site, built into
the steep southern coast of the Sorrentine
Peninsula, is one of the most visited tourist
spots in the world. Views here are breathtaking, as is driving the coast to explore
its narrow and windy roads. Sleep at the
Grand Hotel Excelsior Vittoria, an historic
180-year-old property overlooking the Gulf
of Naples, which is close to all the key
attractions in Sorrento yet offers a romantic
escape from the area’s constant bustle.
—Roseanne Dela Rosa

Learn more about Italy with our guide at weddingbells.ca/italy-guide
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Clockwise from top left:

Get the best view of
Rome from the top of
Hotel Mediterraneo;
Relax by Grand
Excelsior Vittoria’s pool;
The Spanish Steps in
Rome are a must-see;
Soak up some sun by
the infinity pool at
Castello di Casole;
Sip vino on Hotel
Lungarno’s balcony; The
serene scene at Bauers
Palladio Hotel & Spa;
Amalfi’s gorgeous coast.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF LEADING HOTELS OF THE WORLD, CASTELLO DI CASOLE,
LUNGARNO COLLECTION, BAUERS PALLADIO AND ROSEANNE DELA ROSA.

at the Hotel Mediterraneo, an old-world
Italian hotel with deco decor and gilded
touches that make you feel as though
you have stepped onto a Frederico
Fellini film set. The rooftop restaurant is a
standout, offering sweeping views of the
city, and the hotel’s close proximity to the
neighbouring Termini rail station is super
convenient.
From Rome, continue your Italian adventures by hopping a train to Florence to see
Michelangelo’s David. Experience culinary
pleasures with the Taste Florence food
tour, which will have you sampling the city’s
best pastries, sandwiches and chocolate.
For a room with a view, stay at the Hotel
Lungarno located next to Ponte Vecchio.
From the historic streets of Florence,
head to Venice, a city accessible only by
foot and water taxis—certainly one of Europe’s most enchanting destinations. If you
love to shop, head for the Mercerie district,
where you can purchase Italian leather
goods and handmade Venetian masks. A
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RUSTIC LUXURY

LAKE PLACID
NEW YORK

Twin farms boasts 300
glorious acres to explore;
the dining area; the
Aviary cottage.

The Lodge’s main
entrance; enjoy
time at Whiteface’s
private beach;
the beauty of the
Adirondacks.
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Barnard, Vermont
The Green Mountain State is one of our favourite romantic spots. The
state is brimming with quaint New England-style towns, charming inns
and luxury resorts, which are tucked away on winding country roads for
the ultimate private honeymoon escape.
One of the most renowned and exclusive properties is Twin Farms—
it’s so hidden from the country roadway it’s located on, you will probably
drive by the gates a few times before finding it. But once you do, you
won’t want to leave the sprawling 300-acre Relais & Châteaux property.
There are only 20 accommodations at Twin Farms between the Cottages, The Farmhouse at Copper Hill, The Lodge and the main house. We
recommend one of the plush cottages for your honeymoon, each equally
incredible and different in design, featuring everything from modern and
sexy to Moroccan elegance. The entire property boasts an incredible art
collection with works by masters like Roy Lichtenstein, David Hockney,
Frank Stella and Milton Avery.
Twin Farms is all-inclusive, so everything from incredible meals and
drinks to activities and tipping is covered in your stay rate—you won’t
have to think about a thing except relaxing and indulging in an unforgettable honeymoon. —Alison McGill
Thinking of a destination wedding in Vermont? We’ve got all
the details on how to get married there and have an incredible
celebration at Twin Farms. Visit weddingbells.ca/vermont.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF WHITEFACE LODGE AND TWIN FARMS.

Located inside the sprawling Adirondack
Park in upstate New York, Lake Placid (home
of the 1932 and 1980 Winter Olympics) is the
perfect getaway for outdoors lovers, equally
stunning in winter and summer. Lake Placid’s
beautiful Adirondack Mountains, lakes and
hiking trails beg to be explored, as does the
town’s quaint main street, which looks like
a darling alpine village and is packed with
amazing boutiques and restos.
For your honeymoon stay in this wilderness paradise, Whiteface Lodge is a must.
Built in a wooded, ultra-private location off
Lake Placid’s main roadway, this Arts-andCrafts-style lodge is simply breathtaking. Timber beams and panelling prevail throughout,
as do Tiffany-style lamps and rustic touches,
creating a luxe camp feel. There are 94 guest
suites in-house, all of which are spacious and
beautifully appointed with fireplaces and
handcrafted furniture.
The lodge’s Kanu restaurant not only boasts
an outstanding menu of locally sourced, seasonal ingredients, but the room itself (finished
in hand-hewn log beams) will take your breath
away with its dramatic floor-to-ceiling windows,
mile-high ceilings and granite fireplaces. The
space is popular for weddings—just one of the
many unforgettable elements of the lodge that
had Vogue swooning, naming it one of the top
venues in the world to host a winter wedding.
—Alison McGill
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BIG CITY LOVE

What’s to say about New York that you don’t
already know? The shows! The shopping!
The art! The food! The neighbourhoods! It’s
impossible not to find hundreds of things
to do in the city that never sleeps; your
problem will be whittling down your wish
list to just the right amount of experiences
to ensure you have a balance of energy and
serenity during your stay.
Choosing the hotel is key for your
romantic NYC adventures, and our choice
is the sleek Gansevoort Park Avenue, a
midtown hipster haven. From the moment
you walk into the three-storey atrium
lobby—decorated with herringbone granite
floors, an oversized fireplace and an opulent
purple chandelier—you know you are in for a
fabulous stay. Each of the hotel’s 249 rooms
offers plenty of space for lounging and
luxuriating. Its plum Park Avenue location is
a major draw, as it’s just steps from amazing
restos, shopping, the Empire State Building,
Times Square and Broadway.
An absolute don’t-miss here is the Gansevoort Park Rooftop. This cool urban oasis
atop the hotel comes alive at night with DJs,
an amazing lounge, and million-dollar views
of Manhattan and Gansevoort’s fabulous
rooftop plunge pool. —Alison McGill

The Park Avenue neighbourhood
makes the Gansevoort a choice
pick; the sexy rooftop pool;
inside a slick guest room; the
hotel’s iconic lobby.
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The Four Seasons Los Angeles
pool with a view.

A luxe and cozy guest room; the
hotel’s Beverly Hills address has
made it a favourite of celebs.

Los Angeles, California
The glamour of L.A. makes it an incredibly fabulous honeymoon
escape. With weather that is pretty much perfect all year, you are
guaranteed to have an amazing stay and enjoy relaxing on the beach,
strolling the Santa Monica Pier, shopping Rodeo Drive and the
awesome outdoor mega-mall The Grove, and dining al fresco at the
famed Ivy resto, where you will likely see a few famous faces.
Another private sweet spot where you might bump into celebs is
at the Four Seasons Los Angeles at Beverly Hills, which is one of the
city’s most exclusive and romantic stays. Nestled into a quiet residential area in Beverly Hills, the hotel is at once luxe and understated.
Rooms are airy and light, many boasting spectacular views of the
iconic Hollywood sign and the Hollywood Hills. The outdoor saline
pool is the centrepiece of the tropically landscaped fourth floor
terrace (all of the hotel has incredible landscaping), which also has
amazing elevated city views. Enjoy breakfast or lunch on the terrace,
then head to the ultra-Zen Four Seasons spa for one of its signature treatments, like the Salt & Pepper Body Scrub or Honey Dream
immune-boosting therapy. In the evening, dine at Culina, which
features classic Italian food with a twist (Esquire named it one
of L.A.’s best eats).
For the ultimate honeymoon keepsake, try the Four Seasons’ Suite
California Getaway, in which you enjoy a session with Flytographer,
an L.A. photo service that will help you capture special moments in
iconic locations around the city. —Alison McGill

PHOTOS COURTESY OF GANSEVOORT PARK HOTEL AND FOUR SEASONS LOS ANGELES.

New York,
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EXOTIC ADVENTURE

Guatemala has a spiritual and cultural
richness that’s hard to explain. There’s
something about the country’s landscape—
its misty mountain peaks and lush jungles—
that draws you in and captivates you from
the moment you descend into Guatemala
City. This enchantment is only furthered
as you make your way into the highlands
toward Guatemala’s crown jewel: the
natural wonder that is Lake Atitlán. Three
active volcanoes tower over this sapphireblue expanse of water, which is framed by
charming Mayan villages and hillside hippie
enclaves. It’s a place where people look to
shamans for spiritual guidance and children
grow up respecting the xocomil, a wind
that blows in to churn up the lake each
afternoon and, according to legend, takes
with it the sins of the villagers.
Lake Atitlán is also home to one of the
most beautiful boutique hotels in Central

America, Casa Palopó. This Relais &
Châteaux property (the only one of its kind
in Guatemala), perched in the bucolic hills
outside the tiny town of Santa Catarina
Palopó, provides guests with incredible
service, gourmet food, an on-site helipad,
and a magnificent view of the lake and
volcanoes. Whether you choose one of the
seven rooms in the Casa’s main building
or the property’s separate two-room villa,
you’ll find the hotel is the perfect base from
which to explore the area.
Spend your days boating, hiking or
touring the coffee fields of nearby San
Pedro on horseback, and your evenings
watching the sun set from the terrace
of 6.8 Palopó, the hotel’s fine dining
restaurant. Casa Palopó can also arrange
spa treatments, market tours and even
traditional shamanic blessing ceremonies
during your stay. —Jen O’Brien

Learn more about Guatemala at weddingbells.ca/guatemala
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Clockwise from top left:

Casa Palopó offers
an unrivalled view of
Lake Atitlán; Fancy an
overnight stop in the
city of Antigua? Stay at
Palopó’s sister property,
Villa las Pilas; Shop for
local handicrafts in San
Pedro; Snap sunset
selfies with volcanoes
as your backdrop; Don’t
forget the souvenirs—
Guatemala is renowned
for its textiles.

HOTEL PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF CASA PALOPÓ. TEXTILE, WEAVER AND SUN DECK PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF JEN O’BRIEN.
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OUTDOOR PLAY

Colorado is so much more than just a
world-class ski destination. Boasting 300
days of sunshine per year, the state is
heaven for nature enthusiasts. With four
national parks, 27 hot springs and 58 skyscraping mountains, it’s easy to understand
why Coloradans spend the majority of
their time outdoors. The state capital,
Denver, is also home to a thriving arts community and a burgeoning culinary scene.
Colorado embraced local, seasonal food
and microbrews long before they were
trendy—there are 60-plus award-winning
craft breweries at the base of the Rockies
that make up what’s known as the “Napa
Valley of beer.”
Start your honeymoon in Colorado
with a stay at Denver’s ART Hotel. Part
gallery, part luxury hotel and located in the
heart of the city’s Museum District, the
property is renowned for offering curated

experiences, from its contemporary decor
and vast array of artwork to its cuisine and
highly personalized service.
From Denver, set your sights on Vail.
With 5,200 acres of developed ski and
snowboard terrain, it’s one of the largest ski
resorts in the world. The Sebastian-Vail – A
Timbers Resort is at once homey and luxurious, providing the perfect honeymoon
experience. In the summer, The Sebastian
offers access to free bicycles, and in the
winter, you can take advantage of its base
camp, which boasts ski-in/ski-out access
from Gondola One on Vail Mountain.
To end your honeymoon on an adventurous note, visit a Colorado dude ranch.
The state has over 30 working ranches
where you can live the cowboy life, riding
horses, fly-fishing, hiking and even learning
how to line dance.
—Jen O’Brien

Get tips on creating the perfect travel itinerary: weddingbells.ca/colorado-guide
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Clockwise from top
left: Saddle up

and embrace the
cowboy lifestyle
at a Colorado
dude ranch; Head
to Vail for hiking,
skiing and luxe
accommodations;
Surround yourselves
with culture at
Denver’s ART Hotel;
The Sebastian-Vail’s
mountain-view pool
is second to none;
Save some time to
cozy up fireside.

HORSE PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF COLORADO TOURISM. HOTEL EXTERIOR PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF THE SEBASTIAN-VAIL. INTERIOR
HOTEL PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF THE ART HOTEL. POOL AND FIREPLACE PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF THE SEBASTIAN-VAIL.
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TOTAL REJUVENATION

Tecate, Mexico
to strenuous. Multiple exercise pavilions
offer dozens of extraordinary classes, from
cardio, weightlifting and spin workouts to
yoga, Pilates and stretch sessions. Weekly
specialists demonstrate realignment and
healing therapies (i.e. Egoscue, meditation).
One of four pools hosts assorted water fitness sessions; or spend your days in tranquil
poolside repose under breathtaking views
and wafting aromas of sage.
Each week top experts enrich your mind
with afternoon and evening courses, including artists (such as sculptors, photographers,
guitarists) and lecturers (like nutritionists, art
specialists, fiction profs).
When it comes to food, gourmet meals
are created with produce from RLP’s stunning organic garden, and its La Cocina Que
Canta culinary centre offers guests hands-on
cooking classes with the week’s guest chef.
Finish your honeymoon rejuvenation
with world-class treatments from the two
on-site spas—we love the Five Elements:
Fire therapy. —Kate Yorga

Clockwise from top left:

Rancho La Puerta’s main
entrance; the beautiful
pool & views; inside a
guest suite; the food
at RLP is focused on
organic, local ingredients;
spa relaxation; sunrise
yoga is a resort treat.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF RANCHO LA PUERTA.

Reconnect post-nups by retreating to this
3,000-acre paradise outside Tecate, Mexico,
which is only 90 minutes from San Diego,
California. From its humble beginnings 75
years ago, Rancho La Puerta has reinvented
itself into a luxe destination spa/fitness
resort removed from the outside world.
Furnished with Mexican decor, the 83
unique casitas (many over 1,000 square feet,
each with terrace) are scattered amid lush
landscaping, bestowing relaxing privacy.
Travel + Leisure’s number two 2015
World’s Best Destination Spa (its sister
property was number one), RLP has hosted
Oprah, Kate Winslet and Madonna. Started
by Edmond and Deborah Szekely as a
wellness campsite, it’s still family-owned by
Deborah, 95, the “mother of the modern spa
movement.”
RLP’s philosophy involves hourly body/
mind/spirit programs for all levels of fitness
and interest, with encouragement to move
at your own pace. Hikes on various trails of
sacred Mt. Kuchumaa range from moderate
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